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Introduction :

Tokamak disruptions are rapid terminations of the plasma. Relativistic Runaway Electron

beam (RE) with energies up to tens of MeV risk damaging vessel components. Prevention and

mitigation of runaway electrons are essential to future tokamaks. In ASDEX-U[1] and DIII-D[2],

runaway electrons triggered using a massive gas injection (MGI) have been successfully miti-

gated using a second killer injection. However in JET-ILW[3], no effect of the killer injection

on runaway beam was observed in a number of discharges. The possible reason is the poor pen-

etration of the injection maybe due to the presence of a cold dense background plasma created

after the trigger injection. It is important to study the interaction of the killer injection with the

runaway beam and the cold background plasma, for which information about the characteristics

of background plasma are essential. Electron temperature profile can be estimated using VUV

spectroscopy. Using characteristics of the background plasma, the power balance of the systems

can be analyzed.

VUV Spectroscopy in JET :

In JET-ILW, Vacuum Ultra-Violet (VUV) spectra (10−110nm) with time and spectral reso-

lution of 11ms and 0.4nm are measured with a line of sight along the horizontal mid-plane[4].

The spectrum is processed by removing continuum. Then peaks are fitted with gaussians. Using

the NIST database[5], peaks are matched with lines based on wavelength, brightness, transition

probability and lower energy state of transition. Using the experimental line ratios Iexp and their

uncertainties dIexp (from Gaussian fitting) from VUV spectroscopy, Te-profile will be estimated.

Te profile from Synthetic Line Ratio Method :

The synthetic line ratios are constructed by assuming a background plasma temperature pro-

file using a flat density profile. Assuming that the temperature profile (Fig.1) is not hollow, it is
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Figure 1: example of Te map

parameterized as Te(ρ) = (T 0
e −T edge

e ) · (1−ρα)β +T edge
e with

T 0
e and T edge

e being central and LCFS temperatures. The terms

α and β are profile shaping factors and ρ is the normalized

plasma radius. Dividing the plasma into isothermal regions

based on EFIT flux map, the synthetic line ratio for two lines

of wavelengths λ1 and λ2 can be defined as,
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where PECλ1 is called Photon-Emissivity Coefficient for the

line λ1 from ADAS database[6]. Vk is the volume of plasma

region considered and nz is the ion density. An error function[7] based on weighted least-

squares, χ2(T 0
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edge
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is constructed and optimized using the

Figure 2: example of ∆χ2 selection

Nelder-Mead algorithm[8]. This optimization is sensi-

tive to initial guesses of the parameters. By repeat-

ing the optimization with a sweep of initial guesses,

a set of residuals (min(χ2)) and estimated parameters

are obtained. A confidence bound[7](∆χ2) on residuals

is calculated and the estimated parameters are selected

within this confidence bound. Fig.2 illustrates the resid-

uals min(χ2) by fixing T edge
e , α and β for simplicity.

Figure 3: Te-profile of #92459

Confidence bound ∆χ2 is taken in Fig.2 such that 68%

of residuals have min(χ2) ≤ ∆χ2. By taking the weighted

mean of the residual values and the confidence limit[7] of

the selected parameters, the temperature profile with un-

certainties is estimated. Fig.3 represents the estimated Te-

profile of a JET-ILW discharge where the yellow shaded

region represents the uncertainties in temperature profile.

Background Plasma Characterization - JET Discharges :

Te-profiles of 25 discharges from the JET-ILW runaway electron mitigation experiments have

been analyzed. The profiles are time averaged during runaway electron beam phase (IRE ≥

0.2Iinitial
p ). The central and edge temperatures range between 30− 45eV and 1− 10eV for

70% of the discharges. The average profile temperatures for 65% of the discharges are be-

tween 5− 25eV as shown in Fig.4. These temperatures in JET-ILW are much hotter than

DIII-D (Te ∼ 1−2eV [2]). In the JET-ILW discharges, VUV bright lines are observed between
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(a) Time-averaged central temperature <T 0
e > (b) Time-averaged temperature profile average

Figure 4: Averaged Te-profile and edge temperature with electron density in SOL

40−80nm. In contrast, a continuum between 80−120nm are observed in DIII-D[9]. This ver-

ify qualitatively that JET-ILW discharges can have higher temperatures than DIII-D discharges.

The dependencies of the temperatures on the background plasma parameters such as the elec-

tron density, the initial plasma current, amount of the trigger injection, the runaway current, etc

were studied. Temperatures were found to be independent of the background plasma parameters.

The electron densities of the background plasmas range between 1018− 1019 m−2 in JET-ILW

discharges and are comparable with the DIII-D background plasmas (ne∼ 5−15 ·1019 m−3 [9]).

Power balance of Post-Disruption Plasma Systems :

A background plasma is present both in the open field line reqion and in the region defined

by the separatrix where the runaway beam coexists. Even in the open field line region, the

background plasma has significant temperature (up to 20eV ) and density (1018− 1019 m−2).

Figure 5: Power balance of systems

The power sources and losses for dif-

ferent systems are illustrated in Fig.5.

Runaway electrons are accelerated by

the electric field and lose power through

synchrotron radiation and by collisions

with the confined plasma. These col-

lisions act as a power source for the

confined plasma in addition to the

ohmic power. The confined plasma

loses power through radiation. Power can also be lost through heat conduction to the open

field line plasma. Heat conduction to the wall and radiation are the power loss mechanisms of

the open field line plasma. The powers are sensitive to the parameters of the background plasma

and the runaway beam. Assuming parameters of the background plasma and the runaway beam,

the magnitude of the source and the sink power terms are calculated using analytical formula
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System Power Source Power Loss(Sink)
runaway beam

ERE = 10MeV , nRE = 5 ·1015 m−3 E||-field acceleration 5.5MW
synchrotron radiation[10] 0.5MW

collisional loss[11] 3MW
confined plasma

Te = 25eV , ne = 1019 m−3, E|| = 0.6V m−1
collisions with RE beam[11] 3MW radiated power[6] 1.6MW

ohmic power 2.3kW heat conduction TBD
open field line plasma

T edge
e = 5eV , nSOL

e = 1018 m−3 heat conduction TBD
radiated power[6] 5kW

heat conduction to the wall[?] 3kW

Table 1: Power terms for a typical JET-ILW runaway beam (TBD : To Be Determined)

in Table.1. Through collisions, 3MW of the runaway beam power is transferred to the confined

plasma which is the primary power source for its sustainment. The ohmic power soure of con-

fined plasma is 2.3kW and is much lower than the collisional power gain. Through radiation,

1.6MW of the power is lost by the confined plasma. In the open field line plasma, the radiation

accounts for 5kW of the lost power and 3kW is lost due to the heat conduction to the wall.

Conclusion :
The background plasmas of JET-ILW discharges are hot with average profile temperatures

between 5− 40eV and are independent of the gas amount used to trigger runaway beam. This
could be a possible explanation as why at higher temperatures of the background plasma, the
mitigation efficiency of the killer injection decreases with increase in the background plasma
density. For the colder background plasmas (in case of ASDEX-U[1] & DIII-D[2]) , mitigation
efficiency may be independent of the density of the background plasma. Significant power of
the runaway beam is transferred to the confined plasma through collisions. Power conducted
from the confined plasma to the open field line plasma is constrained by the power balance of
the open field line plasma and thus has to be in order of few kW in order to keep the balance.
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